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Abstract 

Depression is a serious medical condition and is a leading cause of disability worldwide. 

Current depression diagnostics and assessment has significant limitations due to 

heterogeneity of clinical presentations, lack of objective assessments, and assessments 

that rely on patients' perceptions, memory, and recall. Digital phenotyping (DP), 

especially assessments conducted using mobile health technologies, has the potential to 

greatly improve accuracy of depression diagnostics by generating objectively measurable 

endophenotypes. DP includes two primary sources of digital data generated using 

ecological momentary assessments (EMA), assessments conducted in real-time, in 

subjects' natural environment. This includes active EMA, data that requires active input 

by the subject, and passive EMA or passive sensing, data passively and automatically 

collected from subjects' personal digital devices. The raw data is then analyzed using 

machine learning algorithms to identify behavioral patterns that correlate with patients' 

clinical status. Preliminary investigations have also shown that linguistic and behavioral 

clues from social media data and data extracted from the electronic medical records can 

be used to predict depression status. These other sources of data and recent advances in 

telepsychiatry can further enhance DP of the depressed patients. Success of DP endeavors 

depends on critical contributions from both psychiatric and engineering disciplines. The 

current review integrates important perspectives from both disciplines and discusses 

parameters for successful interdisciplinary collaborations. A clinically-relevant model for 

incorporating DP in clinical setting is presented. This model, based on investigations 

conducted by our group, delineates development of a depression prediction system and 

its integration in clinical setting to enhance depression diagnostics and inform the clinical 

decision making process. Benefits, challenges, and opportunities pertaining to clinical 

integration of DP of depression diagnostics are discussed from interdisciplinary 

perspectives. 
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Core Tip: There are systematic/quantitative reviews and meta-analyses of digital 

phenotyping (DP) in depression available in literature. These reviews are primarily 

published by engineering groups and provide limited psychiatric perspective, especially 

clinical relevance and clinical integration. The current review presents an overview of 

digital phenotyping of depression diagnostics and assessment from both psychiatric and 

engineering perspective. The overview includes major advances in the field of DP of 

depression diagnostics including active and passive ecological momentary assessment, 

DP using data from social media, and DP using data from electronic medical records. We 

briefly discuss investigations conducted by our group and present a model for clinical 

integration of DP informed by those investigations conducted by our group. Finally, we 

discuss benefits, challenges, and opportunities pertaining to clinical integration of DP of 

depression diagnostics from interdisciplinary perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common, serious, and debilitating illness affecting 

all ages; children and adolescents, adults, and elderly[1]. It affects more than 264 million 

people worldwide and is associated with significant morbidity, increased mortality due 

to high suicide risk, diminished functioning, and poor quality life[1,2].  

In 2017, the worldwide prevalence of MDD was estimated to be at 4.4% globally[2]. 

The lifetime risk of depression was much higher (15%-18%)[2]. Consistent with this high 

risk, in terms of disease burden, MDD represented the third highest cause of Years Lived 

with Disability (YLD) globally[3]. In the United Sates (US), MDD accounted for 3.7% of all 

US adjusted disability years with significant economic burden and societal costs[4,5]. The 

National Survey on Drug and Health (NSDUH) conducted in 2017 found that an 

estimated 17.3 million or 7.1% of US adults experienced at least one major depressive 

episode[4]. 

Similar to other fields of medicine, there has been a strong impetus in psychiatry to 

personalize depression assessment and treatment[6,7]. However, despite decades of 

research, few clinically relevant biomarkers, genetic variations or clinical characteristics 

have been identified that can aid in depression diagnosis and treatment[6,7]. Advances in 

digital technologies provide exciting opportunities to personalize depression care[8]. 

Smart phones with their digital sensors and increasingly advanced computing 

capabilities have the potential to serve as “human sensors” by capturing granular 

changes in behavioral patterns[8,9]. Electronic medical records can gather large amounts 

of data across multiple disciplines of medicine, generate personalized patient reports, 

and seamlessly transfer data between large health care systems. Telepsychiatry can help 

us reach patients in real-time and conduct assessments in their natural settings. 

Integration and application of these technologies has the potential to significantly 

advance and personalize depression care.  

Several recent systematic reviews of digital technologies and their application in 

depression care are available in literature[9-12]. These reviews are focused on either clinical 

or engineering/technical aspects of digital phenotyping technologies in depression care[9-

12]. The objectives of the current review is to integrate, evaluate, and synthesize evidence-
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informed literature from both clinical and engineering perspectives. The goal is to present 

a clinically-relevant, evidence informed review beneficial to clinicians, engineers, and 

researchers from diverse disciplines. Another goal is to help advance multidisciplinary 

collaborations with clear clinical objectives. We will summarize gaps, challenges, and 

opportunities from clinical, engineering, and legal perspectives. Finally, informed by 

investigations conducted by our research group[13-16], we will present a model for 

integration of digital phenotyping technologies in clinical setting to improve depression 

care.  

 

DEPRESSION DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT: CURRENT STANDARD OF 

CARE 

MDD is a heterogeneous disorder with potentially diverse and multifactorial 

presentations[17,18]. Decades of research has shown that depression is the result of a 

complex interplay between genetic and environmental vulnerabilities initiating a cascade 

of neurobiological changes in diverse bodily systems[19,20]. Diagnosis of MDD includes 

confirmation of symptomatic threshold, patient distress, and functional impairment as a 

result of depression symptoms[21]. Diagnosis also involves ruling our medical, 

psychiatric, and substance use disorders that may present with depression 

symptomatology[21]. Two major taxonomies available for diagnosing depressive 

disorders include American Psychiatric Association’s The Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders (5th edition; [DSM-5] and World Health Organization’s The 

International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (11th 

edition; [ICD-11][21,22]. Diagnostic criteria for MDD are same in both classifications. 

Depression is characterized by two primary symptoms; depressed mood and loss of 

pleasure or interest lasting at least 2 wk[21,22]. To meet the threshold for a Major Depressive 

Episode (MDE), these core symptoms should be accompanied by at least four more 

symptoms (for a total of at least five) as noted in Table 1[21,22]. Additionally, significant 

distress and measurable negative impact on functioning are required for depression 

diagnosis [Table 1][21,22]. Symptoms of depression can be grouped into three major 

categories; psychological or emotional, neurovegetative, and neurocognitive (Figure 
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1)[23]. Psychological symptoms are primarily subjective in nature (i.e., they depend on a 

patient’s experience and their perception of these symptoms. It can be argued that 

psychological symptoms (e.g., anhedonia/Lack of interest or pleasure have behavioral 

consequences and lead to change in functioning. Neurovegetative and neurocognitive 

symptoms are objective in nature and will have measurable behavioral manifestations 

with subsequent impact on functioning. Patient reporting of subjective symptoms is 

inherently based on their experience and perception of these symptoms. This subjective 

vs. objective nature of depression symptoms with discussion of their direct or indirect 

behavioral manifestation and impact on functioning is critical to digital phenotyping in 

depression diagnostics. This distinction will have direct clinical relevance for application 

of digital phenotyping diagnostics in real-world clinical settings.  

Patient self-rated and clinician-rated depression questionnaires are frequently used 

in screening and diagnosis of MDD[24,25]. Commonly used patient self-rated instruments 

include the 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), the Beck Depression Inventory 

(BDI), the 16-item Quick Inventory of Depression Symptomatology-Self Rated (QIDS16-

SR), and the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D)[24,26]. In real 

world clinical settings, self-rated instruments are used much more frequently than 

clinician-administered instruments as they are easier to administer and demand fewer 

resources[27]. These instruments also play a critical role in the continuum of depression 

care and help personalize patient care.  

 

Limitations of current depression diagnosis and assessment 

The DSM of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) endeavors to categorize psychiatric 

symptomatology into specific disorders[21]. Despite evidence supporting such 

categorization, DSM-based diagnosis of depression remains subjective, as it relies upon 

patient report, clinician observation, and clinical judgment. In real world settings, 

clinicians struggle with the limitations of DSM-based diagnosis due to heterogeneity of 

patient presentations not fully captured by DSM criteria[28]. Limitations of DSM-based 

depression diagnosis and assessment are further exacerbated by challenges in clinical 

setting such as brief (15 to 20 minutes) patient visits with limited time for clinical 
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assessments, complexity of patient presentations with multiple comorbidities[29]. 

Administration of depression rating scales can add some objectivity to clinical 

assessments. However, evidence indicates that few clinicians use rating scales in their 

clinical practice[30]. This is due to several reasons, including lack of adequate resources to 

administer such scales[30]. Furthermore, the rating scales rely on a patient’s memory and 

capture a narrow spectrum of a patient’s overall mental state[31]. A major DSM criterion 

for depression diagnosis is two weeks of persistent symptomatology[21]. Evidence 

suggests that patient reports during clinical encounters may be largely influenced by their 

symptoms during the days leading up to the clinical encounter[31]. Due to their reliance 

on patient recall, clinical assessments may fail to fully capture the severity of the 

neurovegetative and neurocognitive symptoms of depression (e.g., fatigue, sleep 

disturbances, concentration)[31,32]. Current clinical assessments also fail to capture 

functional impact of depression, a core criterion (criterion B) for depression 

diagnosis[31,33]. These assessments provide a cross-sectional evaluation of a patient’s 

mental state as they are administered infrequently, usually every 4 to 6 wk during 

patient’s clinic visit.  

 

DIGITAL PHENOTYPING IN DEPRESSION 

Digital Phenotyping is defined as “moment-to-moment quantification of the individual-

level human phenotype in situ using data collected from personal digital devices[34,35]. DP 

has the potential to greatly improve the accuracy of depression diagnosis and assessment 

by adding much needed objectivity to the process. By generating objectively measurable 

endophenotypes, it can serve as a behavioral biomarker to personalize depression 

care[34,35]. The generated phenotype provides an ecological and continuous representation 

of a patient’s physical, emotional, behavioral, social, and cognitive activities in real-

time[35,36]. At present, DP relies on two primary sources of data, active and passive data, 

generated by Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMA) conducted using personal 

digital devices. Active EMA consist of data reported directly by the user, and passive 

EMA consists of data automatically collected from digital devices and platforms[9,11,37]. 

The digital devices that currently serve as DP sources include smart phones, wearable 
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sensors, and data collected from human-computer interactions[9,37]. DP in depression 

diagnostics involves a multistep process[38,39]. The first step involves obtaining signals 

from the digital devices to generate raw data. Once the data is collected, the goal is to find 

patterns that correlate with patient’s clinical status. This step involves use of machine 

learning algorithms to find predictive behavioral features from the raw data sets. The 

final step is to integrate the features and electronic self-reports (active EMA) to generate 

an ecological, continuous, and personalized digital phenotype of the patients that can 

enhance depression diagnostics and assessments in clinical setting[38,39].  

 

ECOLOGICAL MOMENTARY ASSESSMENT IN DEPRESSION DIAGNOSTICS 

EMA involve repeated sampling of an individual’s behaviors and experiences in real-

time, in a subject’s natural environment[40]. EMA conducted digitally as part of DP in 

depression diagnostics strives to minimize recall bias seen with assessments conducted 

in clinical settings[9,11]. In addition, it seeks to maximize ecological validity and allows the 

investigation of processes that influence behavior in real world settings[9,11]. As 

mentioned earlier, EMA can be categorized into active and passive EMA[9,11]. Any data 

or assessments that need active input by participants falls under Active EMA (e.g., 

electronic assessments using depression questionnaires). Passive EMA includes any data 

or assessments collected passively (i.e., without participant’s active input)[9,11].  

Table 2 delineates depression symptomatology and major categories of active and 

passive EMA used to measure these symptoms. ‘Subjective symptoms’ such as depressed 

mood, guilt/negative beliefs, and suicidality can be primarily measured using active 

EMA such as depression questionnaires. ‘Subjective symptoms with direct behavioral 

manifestations’ such as anhedonia and concentration difficulties can be measured using 

both active and passive EMA. Similarly, both active and passive EMA measurements 

play an important role in evaluation of ‘objectively symptoms with subjective patient 

experiences’ such as psychomotor agitation or retardation and appetite. Finally, 

‘objective symptoms with direct behavioral manifestations’ such as fatigue and sleep are 

primarily measured using passive EMA. As shown in figure 2, active EMA such as self-

report questionnaires can be used to measure depression symptoms, distress due to these 
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symptoms, and their impact on functioning. While passive EMA can significantly 

contribute to the assessments of objective behavioral manifestations such as 

neurovegetative symptoms and impact on functioning (Figure 2).   

 

Active EMA  

In active EMA, patients are prompted to enter information into their electronic devices at 

specific time intervals based on the type of assessment conducted[9,11]. A variety of 

standardized and non-standardized questionnaires can be used, allowing researchers to 

collect a varied amount of information from patients in real-time, in their natural 

environments[9,11].  

Standardized assessments used in active EMA are generally self-report and self-

administered questionnaires[9,11]. These assessments are validated to assess symptoms of 

depression[9,11]. Some examples of standardized assessments that have been used in EMA 

studies include: Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), Hamilton Depression Rating 

Scale (HDRS), Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS), and Beck 

Depression Inventory (BDI)[9,11]. While these depression assessment questionnaires are 

the same as those conducted in-person during a clinic visit, the major difference is that 

the active EMA are conducted in real-time, in participants’ natural environment, and can 

be conducted much more frequently to minimize recall bias[9,11]. Active EMA can be used 

for screening or to guide treatments based on depression status[41]. When used with 

passive EMA (passive sensing), they are frequently used as ‘ground truth’ to develop 

machine learning models[11,14]. In mobile health (mHealth) studies, these are administered 

at baseline and then at specific intervals[13,14] (e.g., PHQ-9 administered bi-weekly, QIDS 

administered weekly). 

Non-standardized assessments used in active EMA usually lack validation studies 

supporting their use in depression diagnosis or monitoring. However, they may provide 

important clinical information and leverage mHealth technology to conduct brief 

assessments in real-time and in patients’ natural environment[11,13]. Examples include 

general questions about mood, anxiety, sleep time and quality, medication adherence, 

medication tolerability, and physical activity[11,13]. Information gathered using these 
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assessments can be combined with passive EMA data to improve detection of depressive 

symptomatology[11,14]. For example, studies have shown negative correlation between 

self-reported mood and the amount of time the phone screen was on and the percentage 

of social and entertainment apps used by the participant[11]. These assessments can be 

used for daily monitoring of symptoms[11,13]. The frequency of their administration varies 

between studies depending on the assessment and the study objective[11,13]. 

Several studies have highlighted the issue of recall bias with self-report depression 

questionnaires conducted every 4 to 6 week during patients’ clinic visits[9,11]. Evidence 

indicates that patients with depression tend to judge their symptoms to be more severe 

or remember negative experiences more prominently when asked to recall them 

retrospectively[9,42]. Active EMA via mobile devices allows the collection of information 

in real-time, minimizing recall bias[9,11,42]. Obtaining this information in real-time also 

allows clinicians to put variations of mood in patients’ situational and social context. This 

may reveal subtle patterns of emotional expression that would otherwise be missed by 

traditional depression assessments[43]. Daily monitoring of mood may improve patients’ 

insight in their illness and allows them to become active participants in their 

treatment[11,43]. This may help them recognize patterns in their mood changes or negative 

feelings, triggers that lead to these changes, and help them examine if their coping 

strategies were effective[43]. Active EMA can also be used to monitor suicidal ideation, a 

critical aspect in depression management. One study found that 58% of their participants 

logged suicidal ideation during EMA assessment but denied it on retrospective review[44]. 

Active EMA includes alternate ways to assess affect and cognition using samples 

collected from patients[45]. Analyses of acoustic samples have identified acoustic cues that 

can predict individuals’ emotions and affective state[46]. This includes features such as 

prosodic features, spectral-based features, and glottal features[46].  

 

Passive EMA 

Passive sensing using smart phones and wearables can capture multiple dimensions of 

human behaviors. Studies conducted in patients with depression have provided 

preliminary evidence of feasibility and efficacy of using passive sensing data for clinical 
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inferences[9-11]. Passive sensing can capture and monitor behavioral correlates of all three 

clusters of depression symptomatology: psychological, neurovegetative, and 

neurocognitive. However, it is especially useful to capture the neurovegetative and 

neurocognitive symptoms (e.g., fatigue, sleep, concentration), as these symptoms have 

direct impact on behavior and functioning[13,14]. Several studies have shown consistent 

and statistically significant correlations between objective behavioral features collected 

via mobile phones and wearable devices and depressive symptomatology[9,10,14]. 

The process of passive sensing involves collecting raw and continuous data from 

multiple sensors present in mobile phones and wearable devices such as a fitbit[13,14]. 

These include sensors such as the accelerometer, Global Positioning System sensor (GPS), 

light sensor, and microphone[9,10]. Data is also gathered on device analytics such as call 

logs, Short Message Service (SMS) texting patterns, and device activity[9,10]. Behavioral 

features are then extracted from the raw data. The features are expected to capture 

behaviors, such as location clusters captured by GPS reflecting the number of locations 

visited by the individual. In patients with depression, behavioral features capture 

changes in behavior as a reflection of depression status and severity. The features are 

grouped into specific categories as correlates of depression symptomatology (e.g., 

reduced activity and decreased number of locations visited by the individual may be 

reflective of anhedonia and fatigue)[9,10].  

Table 2 describes categories of behavioral features, their correlates in depression 

symptomatology, and features that have shown consistent and statistically significant 

correlations with depression symptoms[9,10]. In studies conducted in non-clinical samples, 

features home stay (more time at home) and screen active duration (longer phone usage) showed 

consistent positive correlations with depression symptomatology[9,10]. In the same 

sample, features that showed consistent negative correlations with depression symptoms 

include amount of vigorous activity, location variance, and distance covered[9,10]. In clinical 

samples, features that showed consistent positive correlations with mood symptoms 

include screen active duration and incoming call frequency and duration (amount of time spent 

by the individual on incoming calls)[9,10]. Features that showed consistent negative 

correlations with depression symptoms in clinical samples include the amount of visible 
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cell towers (reflecting mobility), SMS text messages received, and outgoing call frequency and 

duration[9,10]. Recently, our group developed techniques to identify Internet usage sessions 

(i.e., time periods when a user is online)[15]. A novel set of features were extracted based 

on usage sessions from the Internet traffic meta-data[15]. Machine learning models 

developed using these features were successfully able to predict depression status of the 

participants[15].  

In addition to the analyses of acoustic samples provided by patients, passively 

gathered acoustics samples (from patients’ digital devices) have also been used to predict 

patients’ affective states[45]. Studies have shown that participants’ affective state and 

cognitive traits can be predicted using alternate methods, such as language analyses and 

human-computer interactions[45,47]. 

 

Challenges and limitations of active and passive EMA  

For both active and passive EMA, the degree of patients’ technical knowledge can be a 

critical factor affecting compliance. Technical problems and inappropriate operating 

systems have been cited as among the most common reasons for participant drop out in 

EMA studies[41,42]. For active EMA, this may include technical issues with data entry and 

uploading of data. For passive EMA, it usually involves uploading of passive sensory 

data to the servers[41,42].  

Assessments conducted in active EMA can become inconvenient and burdensome 

for participants[11]. This, in turn, can lead to non-compliance. Studies have found that 

patient compliance with assessments decreases with time depending on their content and 

frequency of administration[9,11]. The need for active data entry may deter patients from 

adopting active EMA[37]. The standardized assessments administered electronically on a 

weekly or bi-weekly basis (e.g., PHQ-9) can be conducted more frequently than in-office 

settings but still suffer from a similar recall-bias due to the duration they cover[9,11,42]. 

Although, one might argue that this recall bias is much less compared to their 

administration in office settings (usually every 4-6 wk) due the higher frequency of their 

electronic administration. From a research perspective, daily mood monitoring can serve 

as a type of intervention, confounding the study design. Studies have shown that daily 
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symptom recording, without any other direct treatment/intervention, improved 

symptoms of depression[11]. 

For passive EMA, other major technological challenges include battery drainage 

concerns reported by participants due to passive sensing on their mobile devices[48,49]. 

Studies have reported lack of sensor precision affecting data analyses (e.g., inaccurate 

location data)[48,49]. Another major issue is missing sensory data[15,50,51]. As an example, 

the energy management system on a phone may turn off GPS when the battery level is 

low. In addition, it is well known that GPS does not perform well in certain common 

environments (e.g., indoors), where it either fails to collect data or collects data with large 

errors[15]. Other major challenges include heterogeneous data collection from different 

sensing devices[52,53]. As an example, because of the different operating systems and the 

specific sensors used by Android and iOS, the two predominant smart phone platforms, 

the methods of data collection on these two platforms differ substantially. Consequently, 

the behavioral parameters derived from the different sources of sensing data exhibit 

significant differences[52,53]. Yet another challenges is that the large volume of collected 

data may present a challenge for secure storage, statistical analysis, and clinical 

application[48]. Other technological challenges include data security and privacy, in 

particular, when the data needs to be shared with clinician’s office[13,48]. 

Depression questionnaires and clinical interviews are used as ‘ground truth’ to find 

correlations with passive sensory data and to develop machine learning models[9,10]. A 

major limitation of this approach is the fact that the ‘ground truth’ (i.e., the questionnaires 

and interviews) are still subjective. This may change over time as we gather larger 

amounts of data leading to better machine learning models based on passive sensory 

data. However, what if there is a significant discrepancy between active EMA (i.e., 

patients’ perception of their symptoms) and passive EMA (i.e., objective behavioral data 

gathered by sensors on their mobile devices and analyzed using machine learning 

models)? In clinical settings, such a discrepancy may pose a significant challenge for 

clinicians, especially with their decision-making process.  

 

Privacy, legal, and ethical challenges  
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Digital phenotyping technologies have the potential to revolutionize mental health 

research and clinical care. However, they also present ethical, legal, privacy, and 

regulatory challenges[54]. A key initial consideration when developing and subsequently 

implementing digital depression assessment technologies is that of consent and, 

specifically, of informed consent, a key bioethics principal[55]. Participants agreeing to 

digital phenotyping in research or clinical settings should understand the risks and 

benefits of any monitoring hardware or software, or of any subsequent intervention. 

Ethical constituents of informed consent include sharing information with the patient, 

assessing decisional capacity of the patient, and examining a patient’s voluntarism[56]. For 

many of these technologies, a clinician must assess a participant’s understanding of the 

scope and granularity of data being collected. Since there is a broad range of technology 

literacy in the general public and few participants will have a full understanding of the 

data they are sharing or of its potential uses, the informed aspect of informed consent is 

ever more crucial[55,57]. One must also ensure that participants understand that consent is 

an ongoing process and can be withdrawn at any time. 

Data privacy and protection are also key issues. When acquiring data, there must be 

adequate encryption to ensure data is securely transmitted from the source (e.g., a 

smartphone) to a storage device (e.g., servers). Once data is collected, there must be clear 

guidelines as to who can access this data and for what purpose. Storing data then 

becomes one of the biggest issues due to the scope and nature of data that is collected. 

Even with safeguards in place, data breaches are common in healthcare settings[55,57]. 

Another salient feature of data is that of ownership. Key questions to consider that largely 

remain unanswered are: Who owns the data created? What can be done with the data in 

the future? Who can profit from the data? As data collection moves from requiring user 

input (active EMA) to collecting passive data (passive EMA), the security and privacy 

challenge of bystanders, who do not provide consent, comes into play[57].  

Once the ethical, security, and privacy concerns are managed, those who implement 

the various mHealth modalities must consider their liability. Liability can stem from 

failure to act on information (e.g., suicidal ideation), errors that stem from malfunction of 

apps, misunderstanding or misinterpretation of information by patients[58]. In the studies 
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by our group[13,14], a study clinician is on call at all times to act on suicidal ideation that is 

entered into the study app when participants completed their weekly depression 

questionnaires. When these apps evolve to use more passive data and are ultimately 

predictive, what happens when the software predicts there is a risk of suicide? When 

must a clinician act? At what level would the risk of suicide have to be for the information 

to be actionable? Moving forward, these issues must be carefully addressed from patient 

safety and provider liability perspective.  

 

INTEGRATING ACTIVE AND PASSIVE EMA 

Depression symptomatology includes both subjective and objective symptoms. 

Psychological symptoms such as depressed mood, guilt and negative beliefs, and 

suicidality are subjective in nature (i.e., these symptoms depend on patients’ subjective 

experience and perception of their status). Assessment of these symptoms requires 

clinical interview and/or use of depression questionnaires. Similarly patient’s distress 

due to depression (criterion B), a required criterion, is also subjective and requires clinical 

assessment. Active EMA may be necessary to fully evaluate these subjective symptoms 

and criteria. One may argue that behavioral and functional consequences of these 

symptoms can be captured using passive EMA providing a more comprehensive 

assessment of these symptoms.  

Neurovegetative and neurocognitive symptoms such as fatigue, sleep disturbances, 

psychomotor agitation/retardation, and concentration difficulties are objective 

symptoms with direct behavioral manifestations. Active EMA using interview and 

depression questionnaires may provide assessment of these symptoms based on their 

perception of these symptoms but may fail to capture the actual behavioral 

manifestations. Similarly, functional impairment, another essential criterion (criterion B) 

for depression diagnosis, can be more fully captured using passive EMA. Similar to the 

subjective symptoms, patients’ own assessment and perception of their status assessed 

using clinical interview and depression questionnaires (active EMA) can provide a more 

comprehensive assessment of objective symptoms. In summary, at present time, 
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utilization of both active and passive EMA may be necessary to generate a more 

comprehensive digital phenotype of the patient[13]. 

 

LifeRhythm: Integration of active and passive EMA to predict depression 

symptomatology 

Our group, in a 4-year project funded by the National Science Foundation, demonstrated 

successful prediction of depression symptomatology integrating active and passive EMA 

(Figure 3). The LifeRhythm project involved a two-phase study conducted in college age 

participants with depression in comparison with a control group without depression 

diagnosis[14-16,52]. In Phase I of the project, a smart phone application, LifeRhythm, was 

developed to passively collect sensory data (location, activity, social interaction) for both 

Android and iOS, the two predominant smartphone platforms. Feature extraction 

techniques were developed to extract behavioral features from the sensory data as 

correlates of depression symptomatology and machine-learning models were developed 

to predict self-report depression questionnaire scores and depression status. These 

techniques and prediction models were then validated and refined in Phase II of the 

study. In Phase II, wristbands (Fitbit devices) were added to the sensory diagnostics for 

characterizing specific behavioral features (e.g., sleep disturbances and activity level). A 

total of 182 participants were recruited in this two-phase study and were followed over 

an 8 mo study period. Three sets of data were collected during participant’s study 

participation: sensory data collected by the LifeRhythm app (EMA passive), self-report 

depression questionnaire completed electronically by the participant every two weeks 

(EMA active), and clinical assessments conducted by a study clinician. Study findings 

demonstrated that passive sensory data (EMA passive) predicted self-report depression 

scores and depression status per clinical interview conducted by the study clinician[14-

16,52]. Notably, integration of passive sensing (EMA passive) and self-report depression 

scores (EMA active) showed better prediction power compared to passive or active EMA 

alone.  
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DepWatch: Integrating active and passive EMA in clinical setting to predict treatment 

response 

At present, we are investigating development of a depression prediction system, 

DepWatch, and its integration in clinical setting to inform the clinical decision making 

process (Figure 4). This 4-year project, funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, 

builds on the findings and insights gained from the LifeRhythm project[13]. It includes two 

study phases. The objective of Phase I is to develop machine learning models to predict 

response or lack of response to antidepressant treatment when patients meeting a specific 

threshold for depression symptoms undergo adjustments to their antidepressant 

medication regimen. Similar to the LifeRhythm project, passive sensory data (EMA 

passive) is collected using the app developed by our team for both Android and iOS 

platforms. Active EMA conducted electronically include daily self-report mood and 

anxiety ratings, weekly self-report depression questionnaire, weekly self-report 

medication safety and tolerability assessments, and other clinical information collected 

at baseline. Participants also undergo monthly clinical assessments conducted by a study 

clinician to assess their depression status and their response/non-response to 

antidepressant treatment compared to their baseline status. A total of 250 participants 

meeting a specific threshold for depression severity and starting or adjusting 

antidepressant treatment are currently being enrolled in the Phase I. Machine learning 

models will be developed using passive and active EMA data. DepWatch, an automatic 

data collection, analytic, and prediction system will be developed based on the machine 

learning algorithms developed in Phase I and other relevant clinical information. In Phase 

II, the DepWatch prediction system will be investigated for its usefulness and applications 

as a clinical support system in the real-world clinical setting compared to standard of 

care. Three clinicians will use DepWatch to support their clinical decision making process 

for their patients. A total of 128 participants under care of the three participating 

clinicians will be enrolled in Phase II[13].  

 

PREDICTING DEPRESSION STATUS USING OTHER DIGITAL TOOLS 

Predicting depression status using social media 
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Preliminary investigations are exploring behavioral and linguistic cues from social media 

data to predict depression status. Data can be extracted from a variety of social platforms 

including popular sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Reddit[59,60]. These 

investigations have used several variables/features of interest in social media data that 

may predict depression status. These include Language analyses (e.g., length, 

characteristics of the posts), Emotion and Cognition analyses (e.g., affect and intensity of 

posts reflecting anxiety or anger), Behavior analyses (e.g., posting frequency, interaction 

with others on the platform), Demographics analyses (e.g., age, gender inferred using 

computational techniques), and Image analysis (e.g., visual information from the images 

posted)[59]. Machine learning and statistical modelling are applied to the extracted data 

to develop and validate algorithms to predict depression status[59.60]. At present, the major 

limitation of this promising area of research includes the “ground truth” definition of 

depression and the methods used to identify and operationalize depression status[59]. 

Some studies have demonstrated strong construct validity by using evidence-based 

clinically-relevant practices to define depression (e.g., use of depression questionnaire or 

use of ICD-10 diagnostic codes)[59,61]. Despite these current limitations, data mining from 

social media has a promising future in digital phenotyping. This innovative tool, in 

conjunction with EMA, can be used to augment digital phenotyping in depression 

diagnostics.  

 

Predicting depression status using EMR  

Digital phenotyping of depression status can be enhanced by using extracted data from 

EMRs[60,62]. Studies conducted to date have primarily utilized features (extracted from 

EMR) interdependent with depression diagnosis to predict clinical depression. Such 

features include depression billing codes, medication information, and structured and 

unstructured notes containing explicit diagnostic information. Computational methods, 

such as natural language processing (NLP), have been developed to extract data from 

narrative clinical notes in EMR. NPL is an automated method of extracting and 

processing text into meaningful concepts based on a set of rules[63]. Recent studies have 

used non-psychiatric features in EMR and have applied machine learning approaches to 
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the extracted data to predict depression status[62]. These EMR data extraction techniques 

can be used in conjunction with EMA to improve depression diagnostics as part of digital 

phenotyping strategy. 

 

TELEPSYCHIATRY 

The use of teleconferencing technology in psychiatry dates back to the 1950s, when the 

Nebraska Psychiatric Institute started using teleconferencing to provide group therapy, 

consultation-liaison services, and medical student training[64]. Initial research focused 

mainly on increasing access to care in remote geographical areas and comparing the 

efficacy of video visits with in-person visits[65]. Growth of telepsychiatry was slow and 

patchy until recently. This was primarily due to technological challenges and usability 

issues, lack of willingness among healthcare professionals to modify well-established 

routines (e.g., face to face interactions), lack of financial resources, and lack of 

organizational innovation[66,67]. For decades, telepsychiatry was considered effective and 

feasible, but not desirable.  

With the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, there was a paradigm shift. The personnel 

and financial barriers to the use of telepsychiatry were removed overnight, and practices 

across the United States transitioned to telehealth. The number of telehealth visits 

increased by 50% over the first quarter of 2020, compared with the same period in 2019[68].  

The efficacy of telepsychiatry has been well established over the past few 

decades[69,70]. Multiple reviews have analyzed studies of various telepsychiatry outcomes, 

including feasibility, adherence, clinical outcomes, and cost. One review of 22 controlled 

studies concluded that telepsychiatry could adequately perform all functions of 

management of mental illness, including monitoring, surveillance, mental health 

promotion, mental illness prevention, and biopsychosocial treatment programs, more 

efficiently and as well as or more effectively than in-person care[71]. Other reviews have 

reported similar results[72,73].  

 

Telepsychiatry: Challenges and opportunities 
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Challenges of widespread, successful adoption of telepsychiatry practice can be divided 

into systemic challenges and personnel challenges. Systemic challenges include federal 

and state licensure and reimbursement policies that restrict the use of telepsychiatry, 

platform and internet bandwidth issues, availability of leadership support, and the 

“digital divide”, which describes a lack of reliable device/internet access in underserved 

populations. Personnel challenges include a lack of clinician training and support, fear of 

technology amongst both patients and providers, physical and cognitive disabilities that 

limit the use of technology, patient safety issues, and provider concern that telepsychiatry 

does not provide the same range and depth of data that is provided in an in-person 

encounter[74,75].  

One way to address this concern about the lack of personal interaction with the 

patient is to integrate EMA and DP based approaches with telepsychiatry visits. 

Incorporating both passive and active EMA data with the information available to the 

clinician might not only address the concern about the availability of “real time” patient 

data to the clinician, it may also augment and improve the clinician’s ability to accurately 

assess the neurovegetative symptoms of depression such as sleep and activity. In a study 

by Moore et al, sixty-seven older adults completed paper-and-pencil measures of 

mindfulness, depression, and anxiety along with two weeks of identical items reported 

during ambulatory monitoring via EMA before and after participation in a randomized 

trial of Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR). EMA measures of depression 

substantially outperformed paper-and-pencil measures with the same items[76]. 

Passive and active EMA may improve the clinician’s ability to predict and diagnose 

depression in underdiagnosed subgroups such as older adults[77]. Incorporating active 

EMA approaches more frequently may allow clinicians to increase engagement with an 

isolated, depressed patient. Combining EMA with telepsychiatry may improve access to 

care for patients with anergia/amotivation, and offers the opportunity to provide rapid 

interventions based on activity data[78]. 

 

CLINICAL INTEGRATION OF DIGITAL PHENOTYPING 
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The therapeutic alliance between patients and their provider is the cornerstone of 

depression care. It is well established that a strong therapeutic relationship is a robust 

predictor for treatment response across all therapeutic interventions, including 

pharmacological interventions[79]. The current model of clinical care has a significant 

negative impact on this therapeutic relationship due to brief medication management 

visits, fragmentation of care, limited contact between patients and their clinicians, and 

lack of meaningful monitoring in between patients’ clinic visits. One of the objectives of 

integrating DP into clinical care is to enhance the therapeutic relationship between 

patients and their providers[80]. A digital connection between patients and their providers 

and monitoring via active and passive EMA in between patients’ clinic visits can reinforce 

the therapeutic relationship[80]. The other major objective of using DP is to improve 

accuracy and clinical relevance of diagnostic assessment. As noted earlier, depression 

assessment should evaluate three major areas: depression symptoms, patient distress, 

and impact on functioning. Current clinical assessment focuses primarily on patient 

symptoms and distress. Digital data can enhance assessment of symptoms and distress 

(e.g., use of active EMA in-between visits). More importantly, digital data, specifically 

passive EMA, can greatly enhance clinical assessments by providing objective data on 

behavioral consequences of symptoms/distress with its impact on functioning. As shown 

in figure 5, DP and other digital tools can be incorporated into clinical practice at multiple 

stages of depression diagnostics and management. Initial patient evaluation (in-person) 

can be improved using patient specific data gathered from EMR using machine learning 

algorithms. Active and passive EMA can provide continuous monitoring in between 

patient visits and inform patient-provider discussion and assessment during in-person 

or virtual visits. These digital and in-person interactions between patients and their 

providers can increase patients’ engagement in their care and support shared decision-

making. Use of virtual telepsychiatry visits interspersed by in-person visits can help 

increase frequency of patient-provider contact, further strengthening the therapeutic 

relationship.  

 

MACHINE LEARNING AND FUTURE OF DIGITAL PHENOTYPING 
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Current diagnostic systems, DSM-5 and ICD-11, were originally conceived using careful 

observations of symptoms by expert clinicians[21]. These taxonomies are useful for 

grouping individuals into broad diagnostic categories but it is becoming increasingly 

evident that the diagnostic categories lack neurobiological validity as well as clinical 

predictability[81]. It is also becoming evident that these diagnostic categories are spectrum 

disorders with heterogeneous clinical presentations with diverse underlying etiological 

and pathophysiological factors[81]. The current ‘best-possible’ evidence-informed 

treatment choices are successful only in limited number of treated patients partially due 

to this heterogeneity clinical presentations with diverse underlying pathophysiology[82]. 

To address this critical gap, the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) launched a 

research initiative called the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) project[83]. The RDoC 

initiative, a translational program, intends to synergistically integrate self-reports, 

neuropsychological tests, brain measurements, and genetic profiles to create precision 

medicine in psychiatry[83]. Machine learning approaches offer a rich set of tools towards 

achieving the goal of endophenotype modelling proposed by the RDoC initiative[84]. 

Machine learning models developed for the field of psychiatry are typically supervised 

machine learning models that employ a two-step process: training and testing. The 

collected data is divided into training and testing datasets. A learning algorithm is first 

fitted on the training dataset to train the model. The ‘trained’ model is then empirically 

evaluated by testing it on the testing dataset[84]. This two-step approach is consistent with 

the ‘precision psychiatry’ objectives of the RDoC initiative[83,84]. Data gathered from 

diverse retrospective and prospective datasets (e.g., genetic profiles, neuroimaging, EMR, 

active and passive EMA data) can be integrated and analyzed using machine learning 

approaches to generate objectively measurable and clinically predictable 

endophenotypes. The models generated can then be validated in a new set of patients to 

predict clinical outcomes including treatment outcomes. The machine learning 

approaches can translate complex discoveries into clinically relevant predictions brining 

us closer to the goal of precision psychiatry.  

 

CONCLUSION 
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If we are to fulfill the promise of DP in depression diagnostics, it is critical that teams of 

psychiatric and engineering researchers work together closely to address the numerous 

challenges we have described. All investigations and digital tools under development 

should be scrutinized for their clinical relevance and real-world applicability. 

Investigations in the field of DP, to date, are spearheaded primarily by engineers with 

limited involvement of psychiatric researchers. This is problematic because, at present, 

clinical acumen of psychiatric clinicians play a central role in depression diagnosis, 

assessment, and management. The purportedly objective measures (e.g., depression 

questionnaires) are important tools, yet remain subjective in nature and play a limited 

secondary role in clinical settings. The field of DP needs to draw upon the experience and 

expertise of psychiatric clinicians as ‘ground truth’ combined with depression 

questionnaires. It is essential to include psychiatric investigators who have background 

and expertise in clinical care and clinical research into the research team. A major role of 

clinical investigators as part of the research team would be to assess clinical relevance of 

digital tools under development compared to the standard of clinical care.  

Once the digital tools show promise in predicting depression status as assessed by 

the ‘ground truth’ (clinical judgment and depression questionnaires), the next step would 

be to challenge the subjectivity of the ‘ground truth’ by focusing on a different, objectively 

measurable outcome. As noted earlier, depression questionnaires and clinician interview 

are fundamentally subjective as they rely on patients’ memory/perception and on 

clinicians’ clinical judgment. In comparison, change in functioning with its behavioral 

manifestations may be a better and a more objective ‘ground truth’. In clinical setting, 

change in functioning is considered an important marker of depression status as it reflects 

depression symptoms, distress, and is associated with objective behavioral consequences. 

Furthermore, change in functioning with its behavioral consequences can be quantified 

objectively using DP tools. In the past decade, depression research has been striving 

towards ‘remission’ as an outcome[85,86]. This goal of achieving remission is directly 

related to patients’ functional improvement. DP may provide us with objective tools to 

measure both remission and functional improvement.  
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In conclusion, we live in a time when most of the global population carry smart 

phones in their pockets and broadband access is rapidly increasing even in remote areas. 

Smart-based DP based on smart phones and other digital tools can significantly enhance 

depression diagnostics. Objective continuous measurement of behavioral manifestations 

of depression using patients’ own devices can provide clinically useful markers. Such 

‘behavioral biomarkers’ can be used to refine diagnostic processes and management. 

These objective markers (passive EMA) combined with assessments conducted in 

patients’ milieu (active EMA) and strengthened therapeutic relationship and monitoring 

due to continuous digital connection between patients and their providers can help us 

move closer to the goal of personalized and patient-centered care.  
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Figure Legends 

 
Figure 1 Depression symptomatology. 
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Figure 2 Depression diagnosis and ecological momentary assessment. 
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Figure 3 LifeRhythm: Integration of active and passive ecological momentary 

assessment to predict depression. Adapted from Ware et al[86] with permission from the 

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Citation: Ware S, Yue C, Morillo R, Lu J, 

Shang C, Kamath J, Bamis A, Bi J, Russell A, Wang B. Large-scale Automatic Depression 

Screening Using Meta-data from WiFi Infrastructure. Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive, 

Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies 2018; 2: 1-27. Copyright © The Association for 

Computing Machinery (ACM). 
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Figure 4 DepWatch: Integrating active and passive ecological momentary assessment 

in clinical setting. Adapted from Kamath et al[13] an open access article distributed under 

the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) with permission from the J Psychiatr 

Brain Sci (JPBS). Citation: Kamath J, Bi J, Russell A, Wang B. Grant Report on SCH: 

Personalized Depression Treatment Supported by Mobile Sensor Analytics. J Psychiatr 

Brain Sci 2020; 5: e200010. Copyright © The J Psychiatr Brain Sci (JPBS). 
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Figure 5 Hybrid clinical care model: Integration of in-person and digital care. 
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Table 1 Summary of major depressive disorder criteria 

Five (or more) of the following symptoms present for at least 2 wk period 

Depressed mood 

Anhedonia i.e., diminished interest or pleasure 

Weight loss or weight gain 

Sleep disturbances (insomnia or hypersomnia) 

Psychomotor agitation or retardation 

Fatigue 

Feelings of worthlessness or excessive inappropriate guilt 

Cognitive difficulties 

Suicidal thoughts and/or behaviors 

Other Criteria:  

Symptoms cause clinically significant distress or functional impairment  

Symptoms are not better explained by other psychiatric or medical diagnosis  
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Table 2 Depression symptoms, ecological momentary assessment active, and 

ecological momentary assessment passive 

Depression symptoms 

Depressed mood. anhedonia 

Fatigue, sleep disturbances (insomnia or hypersomnia) 

Psychomotor agitation or retardation, cognitive difficulties  

Appetite problems 

Guilt/negative beliefs 

Suicidal thoughts/behaviors  

EMA active 

Standardized assessments 

Self-report depression questionnaires (e.g., PHQ-9) 

Non-standardized assessments 

Daily mood, anxiety, sleep ratings 

Acoustic and paralinguistic information with audio sampling e.g., voice intonation 

EMA passive (behavioral feature categories, features, and sensors used) 

Physical activity and sleep 

Activity time-accelerometer 

Inactivity-accelerometer, GPS 

Distance-accelerometer, GPS 

Movement duration and speed-GPS 

Sleep duration, latency, efficiency-fitbit, accelerometer 

Location 

Home stay-GPS 

Location clusters and variance-GPS 

Entropy-GPS 

Circadian rhythm-GPS 

Social communication 

Call duration/frequency, missed calls, number of conversations-call log 
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Sms text (incoming and outgoing)-sms text message log 

Device 

Social media engagement, social media app usage 

Screen active duration and frequency 

Social media engagement duration/frequency-app usage 

Response time notification 

Computer-keyboard interactions 

EMA: Ecological momentary assessment; GPS: Global positioning system; PHQ-9: 

Patient Health Questionnaire-9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


